
THE 37th BIKER FEST INTERNATIONAL // 18th – 21st MAY 2023  
LIGNANO SABBIADORO (Udine) ITALY 

Biker Fest International celebrates in 2023 its 37th edition from the 18th to the 21st of May in Lignano 
Sabbiadoro (Udine), as "The Largest and Spectacular Biker Event in Europe”! 

The Custom soul, for over 36 years, has been gathering hundreds of thousands of fans and it remains the 
right opportunity to offer guests the best international customizers. 

The wonderful seaside city of Lignano Sabbiadoro (in the north-east of Italy) still submits the hospitality, at 
one of the most beautiful beaches and loved by tourists, as well as the ideal place to enjoy one of the first 

weekends before summer time. 

One of the most important characteristics of the largest outdoor event in the World (1st in Europe), is the 
free entrance to all the 5 city areas of the event. The different locations allow visitors to observe and live 
personally the activities. The event is a pioneer of Custom culture in Italy and in Europe: the Custom and 

Biker movement is linked together by a ten-year blood pact. 

One of the most followed event during the Biker Fest International is the “Saturday Light Parade” through 
Lignano Sabbiadoro streets, that sees more than thousands of bikers with theirs fantastic lights.  

Milestone of the event is the first historic Custom Bike Show in Europe (since 1987, after Norrtelje), the 
exclusivity of the only date of the Custom Bike Show “AMD Championship” in Italy and the Final of the 
15 dates of the Custom Bike Show IMC (Italian Motorcycle Championship) where are exposed the most 
beautiful and unique bikes in Europe; there are prizes of €10,000 with 4 reimbursements of €1,000 each one. 

The BFI presents many attractions: a 7 km area dedicated to Off Road, the Moto Tours to discover the 
beauty of Friuli Venezia Giulia Region, Globe Trotters experiences, Demo Ride with the Official 

Motorcycle Brands... and even rock music with over 12 live concerts, a Pin Up Contest with spicy 
performers and much more, such as 15 different ethnic cuisines, to suit all tastes. 

The Stadium Area remains the focus for the Demo Rides with the Official Motorcycle Brands that 
annually bring all new models for free Test Rides (4,000 in the last edition). 

You could also live your great passion for V8 engines, taking part to the 28th U.S. Car Reunion (the most 
historic Italian meeting of U.S.A. cars): it’s the fantastic end of the event and brings on the streets of Lignano 

more than 400 American cars, with their unique stylistic details. 

To follow the line of green mobility, the e-Mobility Village Area proposes the great electric sector giving 
participants the opportunity to test for free 2 and 4 Electric and Hybrid vehicles. 

Follow the final program on social media and on the website. 

We are waiting for you from the 18th to the 21st of May 2023 in Lignano Sabbiadoro (Udine - Italy)  
for 4 days of Fun, Fun, Fun & more Fun! 

HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOS (last edition) 
General: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8ct7nviqbnq46ld/AADKFgpcM4AgF087arzJftCSa?dl=0  

Bike Show Winners 2022: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6o42aoy3at4d5v0/
AADMNevU8CZhuJQMHVz16oaEa?dl=0  

 
More infos -  Website: Biker Fest International Facebook: Biker Fest International  

Instagram: Biker Fest Int   Twitter: Biker Fest Int. -   Youtube: Biker Fest Int. - LinkedIn: Terre di Moto                                        
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For stays, partner hotels etc., please contact: 
Hotel/Camping: https://www.lignanoholiday.com/it/bikerfest/ 

Contacts - email: info@bikerfest.it  +39.0432.948777   
 Stand: stand@bikerfest.it – Clara + 39.366.6310768 

Press: press@bikerfest.it - Angelika +39.0432.948570   
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